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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

Mayra Magali Amezcua

Doctor of Philosophy

Department of Physics

June 2018

Title: Optical and Mechanical Quantum Control of Nitrogen Vacancy Centers in
Diamond

Current proposals for the design of quantum computer architectures include

combining different quantum systems with designated tasks to build a device that

can efficiently store, process, and transfer quantum information. Electron spins in

solid-state quantum systems are a viable platform for storing information in these

multi-quantum frameworks. While extensive research has been performed to couple

solid-state systems to photons and microwaves, an alternative line of research focuses

on coupling these systems to phonons, or mechanical motion. The use of phonons in

solid-state devices opens up a new approach to interface different quantum systems.

This dissertation presents experimental progress in developing and controlling

a spin-mechanical system, specifically the interaction between the electron spin of a

nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in diamond and mechanical vibrations on the surface

of the diamond, and discusses theoretical methods for limiting decoherence in the

system. To investigate the strain properties of the NV center, we couple acoustic

waves to the NV spin via an optical excitation. We transfer population between the

spin ground states by driving phonon-assisted optical transitions and demonstrate

the formation of a non-radiative state, which can be used to adiabatically transfer

population between two states, through the same mechanism. To mitigate the effects
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of the nuclear spin bath on the NV center, we study and show preliminary results on

the semiclassical dressed states, or quantum states of the NV interacting with optical

fields. The dressed states can be insensitive to magnetic fluctuations, thus preserving

the quantum state of the system. Finally, we consider a transitionless quantum driving

technique that decouples the NV center from a radiative state, preventing decoherence

through spontaneous emission. These developments are essential in advancing our

understanding of phonon-based interfaces between quantum systems.

This dissertation includes previously published and unpublished co-authored

material.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

For over 50 years, scientists have been intrigued with impurities embedded in the

diamond lattice. The diamond is a notable host because of its remarkable properties,

such as hardness, thermal conductivity, and chemical inertness. The diamond’s large

band gap (5.5eV) creates a wide transparency window which supports defects with

optical transitions [97]. In fact, the diamond features over 100 fluorescent defects from

which a significant fraction have been analyzed [53] but only a few are studied in depth

for their potential applications. Nitrogen is the most abundant impurity in diamond,

existing in substitutional and aggregated form [66]. One of the most prominent

examples is the nitrogen vacancy center because it is a valuable spin platform for

research into quantum technologies and metrology.

The nitrogen vacancy is well known for its unique and exceptional properties

both at room and cryogenic temperatures. The most fascinating feature of the NV

center is the ability to initialize and readout the electron spin optically, even at

room temperature. The bright fluorescence of the defect allows for imaging and

control to be carried out with a home-built confocal microscope. The ground state

energy levels can be coherently manipulated with microwave fields and electron-spin

resonance (ESR) techniques. At low temperatures, the excitation spectrum reveals a

narrow zero-phonon line (ZPL) with a fine structure which can be employed for all

optical control of the spin states. NV centers have one of the longest coherence times

T2 ≈ 2 ms of solid-state spin systems in ambient conditions [10–12, 116]. Solid-state

processing from the semiconductor industry are suitable for diamond. Techniques

such as chemical vapor deposition, ion irradiation and annealing, ion beam milling,
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and reactive ion etching optimize the production of stable NV centers and promote

on-chip optical waveguides [7, 100, 115, 119, 120, 154]. Finally, the electronic orbital

states are susceptible to magnetic fields, electric fields, and strain, making it a strong

candidate for sensing and exploration of different degrees of freedom.

Optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) has become the backbone of

many NV related studies due to the possibilities of optical state preparation and

spin selective readout. One of the most popular uses of ODMR spectroscopy

is for detecting DC, AC, and fluctuating magnetic fields [58, 139]. The direct

correlation between magnetic fields and the ground states, and to a lesser extent

the excited states, has opened the door to the field of magnetometry using NV

centers. Several sensing architectures have been proposed and studied: single NV

centers in a nanodiamond on a cantilever [27], arrays of NV centers in bulk crystal

or nanocrystals [137, 139], and NV ensembles in a bulk substrate [2]. Other studies

have investigated the response of the electron spin to electric fields [38, 39], crystal

strain [90, 98, 112, 140], and temperature [1, 106, 144] using ODMR. NV centers in

diamond have become so versatile that they have applications in optical magnetic

imaging and thermometry in living cells [9, 77, 80].

The main motivation for studying nitrogen vacancy centers is that they are

a unique system for exploring the physics and application of quantum control in

relatively simple quantum systems. These ‘atom-like’ systems lend themselves to

optical and microwave quantum control, including Rabi oscillation experiments,

adiabatic passage, and quantum logic operations. The photon emission process in the

NV center is very stable, proving to be a good source of single photons for potential

applications in quantum key distribution [48] and quantum computation with linear

optics [71]. Quantum interference [133] and entanglement [17] has been demonstrated
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between two remote NVs using single photons from the ZPL. One of the major areas

of research involving NV centers is their role as a quantum bit, or qubit, for quantum

information processing (QIP) devices and other prospective applications [34, 82]. In

addition, electron spins associated with the defects in diamond can couple strongly to

nearby nuclei spins, potentially enabling the use of nuclear spins for quantum memory

at room temperature. Specifically, the electron spin associated with the NV can be

coupled to nearby 13C nuclear spins via hyperfine interactions. This type of couplings

has been used for the demonstration of entanglement between nuclear spins [107]. The

electron spin has also been coupled to 14N through microwave transitions for storing

and retrieving quantum states [42]. Recently, there has also been growing interest in

probing phonon processes in the quantum regime by coupling the NV electron spin

to the mechanical motion of a nano-mechanical resonator.

This thesis focuses on experimental studies that extend quantum control of

single NV centers beyond the traditional optical and microwave techniques. These

experiments employ surface acoustic waves and exploits the coupling between

mechanical strain and NV excited states for the quantum control of NV centers.

1.1. Solid-State Qubits

The quantum bit, or qubit, can be in a superposition of two states at the same

time. This fundamental property of quantum mechanics is key to understanding and

controlling quantum processes. The qubit, in its simplest form, can be physically

realized as a two-state quantum system. Because of this simple definition, a variety

of two-level quantum systems have already been demonstrated in various systems,

such as trapped ions [56, 70, 83], quantum dots [60, 89], superconducting circuits [19,

153], color centers in diamond [28, 159], photons [108, 148], silicon carbide [72], and
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donor electron spin in silicon [67, 117]. While many of these qubit schemes are being

pursued, however, trapped ions and superconducting circuits are the two leading qubit

platforms that have been successfully implemented in elementary quantum computers

[87].

Similar research efforts continue with spins in solid-state systems. Physical

models developed for trapped ions can potentially be adapted to solid-state devices.

Current fabrication methods facilitate control of solid-state parameters and promote

monolithic circuit design for on-chip devices. Thanks to advances in implantation

techniques, solid-state qubits can be deterministically embedded in bulk [86, 110].

Unlike superconducting circuits, defects in solid-state systems exhibit long coherence

times [28] for high fidelity gates and information storage.

In this dissertation we study one of the leading solid-state qubit candidates, the

negatively charged nitrogen vacancy center in diamond. As discussed earlier, the

electron spin associated with the NV center features significantly longer coherence

times than competing technologies, and can be even longer when coupled to a

nearby nuclear spin [41, 42, 96]. The special properties of the NV center allow

photonic networks to be built on-diamond for conveniently initializing, manipulating,

and reading-out the system. Crystal strain affects the orbital structure of the NV

center, generating a coupling mechanism between phonons and the spin. Spin-phonon

systems can be used for long-range interactions between NVs and to cool a mechanical

resonator to its ground state [82].

There are two major drawbacks of using NV centers for QIP devices. These

are the scalability issue and decoherence. If NV centers in diamond are to become

a component of quantum computing architecture in the future, they will need to be
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combined with other quantum systems which accomodate their weakness, creating

systems known as ‘Hybrid Quantum Systems.’

1.2. Hybrid Quantum Systems

Sparked by successes in nanomechanical systems [21, 109], a different line

of research investigates spin-mechanical systems, in which mechanical resonators

mediate the interaction between qubits [29, 122] and qubits are used to create and

detect quantum mechanical states [25, 81, 113, 147]. Drawing from proposals on a

microwave quantum bus [76, 93, 114, 130, 142], the mechanical quantum bus mediates

interactions based on surface acoustic waves (SAW) [131].

SAWs are mechanical waves that propagate along the surface of the material

and penetrate one wavelength into the solid. While photons have been reliably used

to transmit information, phonons offer special advantages. For example, mechanical

waves are better suited for on-chip communication because of their slower velocities

and physical confinement in the solid. Their longer wavelength makes it easier to

fabricate phononic devices.

SAWs have previously been used and well developed in the classical regime,

making them useful for controlling qubits. SAW based devices are commonly used in

modern electronic circuits to provide different functions such as filters, transformers,

and delay lines [104]. SAW sensors have been used to measure the properties of

solids and have expanded to the field of microfluidics [132]. Previous research

demonstrated coupling between SAWs and artificial atoms, such as quantum dots

[157] and superconducting qubits [55].

The motivation for the development of spin-mechanical systems in NV centers

has deep roots in ground state cooling [69, 121] and coherent interactions between
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qubits [16, 122], with HQSs gaining interest in recent years [78, 131]. Initial efforts in

coupling the electron spin of the NV with a nanomechanical oscillator were through

magnetic gradients [4, 74, 121, 122]. Direct coupling between mechanical vibrations

in the diamond and the ground state spin were furthered by two types of oscillators:

single crystal cantilevers and electrically driven acoustic resonators. In the former

method, the cantilever induces energy level shifts when it is bent, allowing strain

coupling to the electron spin [13, 112, 140]. The second technique uses a High-

Overtone Bulk Acoustic Resonator (HBAR) to generate stress waves which can drive

magnetically forbidden transitions [90, 92].

Our research, however, will be to investigate electron-phonon interactions

via optical transitions by coupling the spin of a single NV center to a surface

acoustic wave. [50, 51]. By using the excited states, we can demonstrate strong

coupling with weak fields because optical transitions exhibit direct coupling to the

deformation potential [3]. This optomechanical control can be used to cool a diamond

nanomechanical oscillator to its ground state [69].

1.3. Sources of Decoherence

Long coherence time is important for coherent control and coupling between

spins. However, interactions with the environment and the qubit can result in

the destruction of information. The loss of coherence induced on the system, or

decoherence, limits the types of interactions and gate operations in QIP.

NV diamonds are no exception to this limitation. The diamond lattice efficiently

confines NV centers, which has the advantage of storing information in the nucleus

of a neighboring atom [41, 42, 96], but nearby impurities will interact strongly with

the defect. More specificially, a large spin-bath creates a perturbative magnetic field
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that decreases the spin decoherence time. Additionally, resonant excitation with the

excited states offers higher readout of the spin states, adiabatic transfer processes,

and strong electron-phonon coupling, but only at the cost of spontaneous emission.

This thesis discusses two methods to mitigate decoherence in NV centers and presents

preliminary theoretical and experimental work to protect the qubit from decoherence.

Decoherence from interactions with the magnetic environment can be reduced by

strongly driving the two-level system. The coherent interaction between the electron

spin and radiation field [121] creates superpositions of the spin states, or dressed

states, that are separated by an effective Rabi frequency. The separation of these

dressed states depends on the Rabi frequency of the driving field and the energy

shifts generated by the nuclear spin bath. Stronger driving fields lessen the effect

of the magnetic fluctuations, making the dressed states insensitive to perturbations.

The dressed states of the NV center have been widely studied using both microwave

fields [13, 23, 49, 88, 136, 143, 156, 161] and mechanical motion to dress the ground

states [91, 141]. We report preliminary results showing the formation of the dressed

states in our system and propose three-level schemes in the NV center that can be

used with excited state strain coupling mechanisms.

Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage is a slow and robust way to transfer

population between two quantum states via a shared state [46]. Two optical fields

are pulsed such that it follows a non-radiative dressed state. But even if the two

fields are largely detuned from the transition, the shared state will be populated.

Spontaneous emission from the common state causes the collapse of the quantum

state which is bad news for quantum information processing. This problem arises

from the fields themselves that produce coupling terms between the non-radiative

and radiative dressed states. The shortcut-to-adiabaticity (STA) technique is the use
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of a third field that cancels out coupling between the dressed states [18, 26, 33]. This

method can speed-up the process while maintaining the fidelity of the system. We

further explore this technique as it can decrease decoherence from optical pumping

in our spin-phonon experiments. Unlike previous experiments that use all optical

control to achieve a similar effect [162], our special selection of a Λ-type three-level

system lends itself to STA.

1.4. Overview of Thesis

Chapter II of this dissertation introduces the nitrogen vacancy center in diamond.

It is a brief discussion of the electronic structure and methods to initialize, manipulate,

and readout the spin. I provide details on the experimental setup used for the

experiments carried out in subsequent chapters.

Chapters III presents my work on coupling NV centers to SAWs. First, I

introduce electron-phonon coupling via the excited state in the NV center. I derive

a Hamiltonian for the spin-phonon system to find the effective Rabi frequency of

the system. Then I provide experimental results on the optomechanical processes.

I demonstrate phonon sidebands and Rabi oscillations using a sideband transition.

The information presented in Chapter III is previously published material in Physical

Review Letters [51] coauthored with Andrew Golter, Thein Oo, Kevin Stewart, and

Hailin Wang.

Chapter IV continues with my work on coupling NV centers to SAWs, and

focuses on using a phonon-assisted Λ-system to couple SAWs to the spin degrees

of freedom of the NV centers via the excited states. This chapter examines the role

local strain plays in the structure of the excited state and how it gives rise to non-

spin preserving excitations. I study the effects of optical pumping on optically driven
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sideband spin transitions. This work was coauthored with Andrew Golter, Thein Oo,

Ignas Lekavicius, Kevin Stewart, and Hailin Wang in Physical Review X [50].

Chapter V discusses the use of semi-classical dressed states to suppress effects

of spin dephasing. Here I discuss the effects the nuclear spin bath has on the ground

states of the NV center and how the dressed states can extend the decoherence time.

I perform Mollow Triplet experiments to show the formation of the dressed states.

My discussion includes the advantages of using the dressed states for experiments

involving mechanical control.

Finally, Chapter VI covers my theoretical calculation on counterdiabatic driving

in adiabatic processes and also discusses a proposal for future experiments. This

work aims to reduce optically-induced decoherence due to the population of the NV

excited states by using counterdiabatic driving. I analyze the causes of non-adiabatic

interactions in a three-level systems and probe the parameters necessary to implement

a STA scheme in our system.
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CHAPTER II

NITROGEN VACANCY CENTERS IN DIAMOND: SPIN AND OPTICAL

SPECTROSCOPY

2.1. Introduction

In recent years, the nitrogen vacancy center in diamond has emerged as a leading

quantum bit candidate for quantum computation. This atom-like system exhibits long

spin coherences even at room temperature, strong optical transitions that enable all

optical control, and coupling to phonons. These features further the development of

chip-based diamond technologies which is essential for scalable quantum computing.

The first half of this chapter describes the NV centers structure and properties [37,

85, 95] while the latter half presents experimental techniques to probe the spin and

optical structure.

2.2. Structure of the NV Center

The nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in diamond is a naturally occurring defect

in which a substitutional nitrogen atom sits next to a missing carbon atom (see

Fig. 2.1). The nitrogen vacancy exists in two charge states [59, 68], the neutral

charge state (NV0) and negatively charged state (NV−). The NV0 has five electrons:

dangling bonds from the adjacent three carbon atoms contribute one electron each,

while the nitrogen atom supplies two valence electrons forming a spin-1/2 system

with a zero-phonon line (ZPL) at 575 nm. The NV− has an extra electron making

it a spin-1 system with a ZPL at 637 nm. In this work, we solely investigate the
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FIGURE 2.1. (a) Diamond lattice with an embedded NV center. Carbon atoms are
marked in purple and the nitrogen in yellow. (b) Dot structure of electrons in the
vacancy. (c) Electron spin configuration for the ground and excited states.

negatively charged NV center which is commonly found in diamond and simply refer

to it as the NV center.

The electron ground state of the NV center is a spin triplet system 3A2 which has

been confirmed by numerous magnetic resonance techniques [54, 150]. The ms = 0

state is the lowest energy level split from the ms = ±1 states by 2.87 GHz due to

electron spin-spin interactions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a). The ms = ±1 states can

be Zeeman split by adding an external magnetic field oriented along the NV axis,

lifting the degeneracy. The nuclear spin from the nearby nitrogen atom, commonly

14N spin-1 system, couples to the ground states further splitting these states. The

ms = 0 state has two hyperfine states corresponding to nuclear spins mn = 0,±1

which are split by 5 MHz due to a quadrupole interaction. The ms = ±1 have

three hyperfine states split by 2.2 MHz. Studies have also demonstrated nuclear spin

coupling to 15N [44].

The excited state of the NV center exhibits a complex structure which depends

on temperature and strain (Fig. 2.2(b)). The excited state of the NV is a spin
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FIGURE 2.2. (a)Ground state structure (b) excited state structure for varying
temperature and strain.

triplet orbital doublet system [97, 138], 3E, with the ms = 0 excited state 1.42 GHz

lower than the ms = ±1 states at room temperature. At cryogenic temperatures the

excited states split into six levels {A1, A2, Ex, Ey, E1, E2} commonly labelled by their

symmetry properties as shown in Fig. 2.3. The spin-orbit interaction produces a 5.5

GHz gap between pairs of states {A1, A2}, {Ex, Ey}, and {E1, E2}, with the same

total angular momentum. The spin-spin coupling parameter shifts {Ex, Ey} down by

≈ 0.95 GHz and {A1, A2, E1,2} up by ≈ 0.47 GHz. The spin-spin interaction is also

responsible for splitting the A1 and A2 by ≈ 3.3 GHz. Strain plays an important role

in the shifting and mixing of levels which is further discussed in Chapter 4.

Apart from the discrete energy levels, the NV center has a continuum of vibronic

energy states which contribute to the absorption and fluorescence spectrum [30].

The former allows efficient initialization using green 532 nm light for room and cold

temperature experiments and the latter allows detection at longer wavelengths (650-
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FIGURE 2.3. Excited state energy separation depending on spin-orbit, spin-spin,
and strain energy shifts at low temperatures.

800nm). Most of the fluorescence is emitted into the phonon-sideband with only 4%

of photons contributing to the ZPL [95].

One special feature of the NV center is its non-radiative pathway which allows

optical initialization into the ms = 0 at room temperature and spin-dependent

fluorescence. This pair of metastable states exist between the ground and excited

states [125], as shown in Fig. 2.4. This allows the population from ms = ±1 states

to decay into the ms = 0 state and vice versa, although the decay of ms = 0 into

ms = ±1 is less than 1%. Since the ms = ±1 states take this non-radiative path they

fluoresce more weakly, thus offering a way to measure the spin state.

2.3. Experimental Methods

2.3.1. Confocal Microscopy

To study NV centers in diamond we use a home-built low working distance

confocal microscope, where the diamond sits in a cryostat for low-temperature

13
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FIGURE 2.4. Energy levels for the NV center at room temperature.

experiments. Our confocal setup includes microwave coupling and magnetic field

control. The essential features of our system can be found in Fig. 2.5. We use a

type IIa diamond sample for its low nitrogen concentration (∼ppb). Low nitrogen

concentrations are necessary for observing coherent processes of the NV spin since

this defect couples strongly to nitrogen and single centers are easier to find. All our

experiments are done on single NV centers in diamond which we can find by scanning

the focal spot of the microscope over a 50 × 50 µm area. We confirm that they are

single NV centers by looking at the resonance fluorescence spectrum. Single centers

exhibit narrow linewidths and unique excited energy level splittings.

We optically excite the vibronic sideband using a green 532 nm laser (Laserglow

LCS-0532) and perform resonant excitation of the ZPL using a 637 nm tunable diode

laser (New Focus, Velocity 6304) and a 637 nm tunable dye laser (Coherent, 899-21).

The beams pass through acousto-optic modulators (AOM) with short-rise times to

create precise nanosecond pulses. The light is focused onto the sample with a low

working distance objective (Nikon CFI Plan LWD IMSI 100x). A set of galvanometers

(Thorlabs, GVSM002) steer the focal spot over an area of 50× 50µ m combined
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FIGURE 2.5. Confocal setup.

with a piezo-electric actuator (Thorlabs, DRV517) for focus adjustment. Emitted

fluorescence from an NV center is collected through the same optical path. A dichroic

mirror (long pass 635 nm) and a set of filters (532 nm notch, 638 nm notch, and 650

nm long pass) allow fluorescence from the phonon sideband to be coupled into a fiber.

The fiber acts as the pinhole in a typical confocal setup, rejecting light out of the

focal plane. The fiber is connected to an avalanche photodiode (Perkin-Elmer, SPCM-

AQR-16-FC) for single photon counting using a data acquisition module (National

Instruments, PCI 6602).

The SAW experiments require two phase locked fields separated by 2 GHz. Not

pictured in Fig. 4 is the double pass set up to achieve this tunable offset. Light from

the ring laser is split in two, cross linearly polarized using a half-wave plate and sent

through separate AOMs. One beam passes twice through a 1 GHz AOM by using a

curved mirror.
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To utilize the optical properties of the NV center it must be cooled to cryogenic

temperatures. The sample is mounted on a cold finger inside a closed-cycle cryostat

(Montana Instruments Cryostation) cooled to 7K. The position of the sample is

controlled to sub-nm precision using a 3D stack of piezo stages (Attocube Systems

ANP 51 series). We improved the collection efficiency by choosing a low working

distance objective paired with a 1 mm thin window with anti-reflective coating on

the cryostat window. A magnetic stack sits on a 3-D stage outside of the cryostat to

produce Zeeman shifts in the ground state.

A grounded coplanar waveguide (CPW) has been fabricated on top of the

diamond. The pattern is made using a laser writing system (MICROTECH) then

developed for evaporation. The dimensions and thickness of the metals where chosen

to impedance match the 50 Ohm coax cables. We used a 10nm adhesion layer of Ti

before depositing 200nm of Al. The CPW is wire bonded to a PCB chip with vacuum

compatible wires for sending in an RF signal. In experiments where two fields are

required, we use two signal generators and combine the signals using a frequency

splitter. A similar process is used for the IDTs and will be discussed in subsequent

chapters.

The imaging and data collection is computer controlled using python and

LabView. Pulses for experiments are created using a SpinCore card (Pulse Blaster

ESR-PRO-400) which generates TTL pulses to synchronize the AOMs, microwave

(MW) field, and photon counting.

2.3.2. Optical Initialization and Readout

The spin can be readily initialized in the ms = 0 ground state through

intermediate states which allow non-spin preserving transitions. A long green pulse
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FIGURE 2.6. (a) Fluorescence of a single NV center as a function of microwave
frequency with an applied magnetic field. The ms = ±1 levels are Zeeman shifted.
(inset) Single ODMR dip at 2.87 GHz when no magnetic field is present. (b) Rabi
oscillations.

excites all three ground states. The |0〉 state follows a cycling transition but the |±1〉

states undergo fewer cycling transitions before decaying through the metastable states

into |0〉. This mechanism enables ground state preparation even at room temperature.

Optical readout takes advantage of the same method. If the NV center is in either

the |−1〉 or |+1〉 state it will emit less photons, displaying a ∼ 20−40% fluorescence

contrast compared to ms = 0 ground state [95]. While this preparation and readout

process allows us to probe the NV spin at room temperature it limits us to only

reading out the population from |0〉.

2.3.3. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance

The NV center’s electron spin can be initialized, with 70% efficiency [64], and

measured using optical excitation. The spin can be controlled by applying a MW

field tuned to the upper state transition frequencies. This provides the ground work

for preparing, manipulating and measuring a single electron spin in diamond.
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We use an ODMR continuous-wave measurement as a means to calibrate the

microwave frequency required for an excitation. The continuous 532 nm polarizes

the NV center into the more fluorescent ms = 0 state; when the microwave field is

resonant with either ms = −1 or ms = +1 the population will move into those levels,

and the fluorescence decreases. Fluorescence into the phonon sideband is measured

as a function of microwave frequency (see Fig. 2.6(a)). The resonance occurs at

2.87 GHz and in the presence of a magnetic field the resonances are shifted by 2.8

MHz/Gauss. The magnetic field strength and orientation determine the magnitude of

the Zeeman splitting. When the static magnetic field is aligned with the dipole axis

the Zeeman effect is maximized. These ground state transitions have polarization

selection rules which are not met for these experiments since the orientation of the

CPW determines the polarization. This results in an asymmetry between the two

resonance dips.

2.3.4. Rabi Oscillations

Pulsed waved experiments allow us to probe the spin dynamics of the system

and observe the effects in the time domain. The ms = 0 to ms = −1 transition

is used to study the dynamics of a two-level system. Driving this transition with

a resonant MW field will induce population transfer from one state to another in a

periodic manner; these are known as Rabi oscillations. To observe this effect, we

apply a MW pulse with duration τ and measure the population in |0〉 as we vary τ .

We fit a cosine function to the data to determine the Rabi frequency ΩR. Fig. 2.6(b)

shows a typical oscillation with ΩR =10 MHz. We manipulate the Rabi frequency

by adjusting the microwave power. The Rabi frequency is used to calibrate the pulse

length necessary to flip the spin from |0〉 to | − 1〉; this is defined as a π pulse. The
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FIGURE 2.7. (a)PLE spectrum for NV. (b) Rabi oscillation experiment with direct
optical spin readout. inset : Pulse sequence for Rabi oscillation experiment.

hyperfine states have different Rabi frequencies which limit the contrast especially at

lower MW powers.

2.3.5. Resonant Excitation

At low temperatures the six optical transitions are narrow enough to drive

directly [65]. These optical transitions are spin preserving due to angular momentum

selection rules [138]. The spin zero excited states Ex,y couple to the ms = 0 ground

state via linearly polarized light. Non-zero spin states {A1, A2, E1, E2} use circularly

polarized light to couple to the ms = ±1 ground states. We can precisely measure

the spin state ms = 0 by applying an optical field to the spin-cycling transition Ex

or Ey. This offers higher fidelity since it will not populate the ms = ±1 levels as the

green would. Additionally we use the A2 excited state to readout population from

the ms = ±1 states.

The photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectrum is shown Fig. 2.7(a),

revealing the excited state transitions. We scan a laser around 637 nm while collecting

the fluorescence from the phonon-sideband. The local strain determines the splitting
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of the excited states and is unique to each NV center. In order to see non-zero spin

transitions {A1, A2, E1, E2}, we apply a continuous MW field that is on resonance

with the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 transition.

Figure 2.7(b) illustrates the Rabi oscillation experiment between ms = 0 and

ms = −1 with direct optical spin readout from the Ey excited state. The inset shows

the pulse sequence for the experiment in which we initialize the system with green to

prepare the state into ms = 0 and then apply a time varying MW pulse and measure

the fluorescence from ms = 0 as a function of the pulse width.

The nitrogen vacancy obtains the sixth electron from nearby electron donors,

such as a nearby nitrogen atom. Continuous optical resonant excitation causes the

NV center to ionize, converting it to a neutral charge state [45, 94, 123]. The negative

charge state can be recovered by off-resonant green excitation, ionizing the nitrogen

donor to restore the extra electron of the NV. For this reason we initialize the NV

center with a green optical pulse after several optical cycles of resonant excitation.

This chapter provided background information about nitrogen vacancy centers

in diamond, which serve as spin system in the subsequent chapters. Microwave and

optical manipulation of this system is necessary for understanding and setting up

future experiments. The next chapter will focus on strain coupling in the energy

levels of the NV center. We will demonstrate coupling between the NV center and

an acoustic wave.
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CHAPTER III

OPTOMECHANICAL QUANTUM CONTROL

This chapter contains previously published material [51]. My main contribution

is the theoretical analysis of the experiment. Andrew Golter is responsible for the

optical measurements, while Thein Oo fabricated the SAW device and built a real

time photon counting device using a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Kevin

Steward helped us with the sputtering deposition of zinc oxide on the diamond. My

advisor, Hailin Wang oversaw the project and made recommendations.

3.1. Introduction

Color centers in diamond, such as NV centers, have emerged as leading qubit

candidates for quantum information processing and quantum communication. Their

optical and mechanical properties facilitate state preparation, gate operation, and

state readout. However, no quantum system is without weaknesses so experimental

efforts have focused on the development of hybrid quantum systems. Previous

experiments have integrated NV centers in diamond with photons, nearby nuclear

spins, and magnetized mechanical resonators. There has also been a strong interest

in using phonons (e.g. surface acoustic waves, high overtone bulk acoustic wave)

for quantum control and on-chip communication due to experimental successes in

trapped ion [84, 103, 158] and cavity optomechanic systems [5, 101].

The field of quantum phononics associated with NV centers has grown

exponentially over the last several years due to high-quality factor diamond resonators

and piezo-electric microresonators. Phonons present several advantages over photons,

such as slower propagation. Device fabrication for acoustic waves is easier than
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photonic devices due to longer wavelengths. Phonons are confined to the material

since they do not propagate in vacuum, making it easier to guide on chip. Many

groups have investigated the effects of strain to the spin triplet ground state

[4, 13, 73, 90–92, 112, 140]. Here we present our results on electron-phonon coupling

via the excited states of the NV center.

3.2. Strain Coupling of a Nitrogen Vacancy Center

The electronic structure of the nitrogen vacancy center can couple to phonons, in

particular surface acoustic waves, through its strain properties. Both the ground and

excited states experience axial and transverse effects, in which axial strain induces

a shift of the crystal-field splitting whereas transverse strain is responsible for state

mixing and allowing forbidden transitions.

3.2.1. Ground State

Strain in the diamond lattice can be thought of as an effective electric field since

strain induced distortions alter the electron density, resulting in a localized electric

field. The ground state Hamiltonian in the presence of strain field (σ‖ and σ⊥) is

described by Eq.3.1

Hstrain = ε‖σ‖S
2
z − ε⊥σx(S2

x − S2
y) + ε⊥σy(SxSy + SySx) (3.1)

where ε‖ and ε⊥ are the strain coupling constants and Sx, Sy, and Sz are the spin-1

operators. The axial stress σ‖ shifts the |±1〉 levels from the |0〉 state. The transverse

strain σ⊥ is responsible for coupling the | − 1〉 and | + 1〉 levels, allowing a dipole-

forbidden spin transition. The NV z-axis is along the nitrogen and vacancy, whereas
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the x- and y-axis are in the plane of the carbon atoms [35, 97]. Several groups have

taken advantage of this mechanically allowed transition to use the |± 1〉 states as the

qubit [13, 92]. Many of these experiments have been achieved by focused ion beam

milling mechanical resonators out of the diamond [4, 13, 73, 112, 140]. Groups have

also demonstrated this work by driving phonons directly with RF devices [90–92].

However, the ground state strain susceptibility (∼ 10 GHz/strain) is several orders

of magnitude less than that of the excited state. The low strain susceptibility is

attributed to the fact that the ground states of the NV center share the same orbital

[16].

3.2.2. Excited State
In contrast, the excited state of the NV center exhibits strong electron-phonon

coupling due to symmetries in the ex and ey orbitals. The strain Hamiltonian for the

excited state is of the form

Hstrain = δ1(|ex〉〈ex| − |ey〉〈ey|) + δ2(|ex〉〈ey|+ |ey〉〈ex|) (3.2)

where δ1 and δ2 are different strain parameters describing the shifting and mixing of

states [97, 124]. For simplicity, in this chapter we concern ourselves only with shifts

between the ground and excited states due to axial strain. We consider the ground

state |g0〉 interacting with the excited state |Ey〉 via an acoustic mode and laser field.

The Hamiltonian for this system, with the rotating-wave approximation, is given by

H = h̄ωmb̂†b+ h̄ω0σ
†σ + h̄

Ω0

2

[
σe−iωLt + h.c.

]
+ h̄g(b̂+ b̂†)σ†σ (3.3)

with b̂†, b̂ denoting the phonon raising and lowering operators with frequency ωm,

whereas σ = |Ey〉〈g0| is the lowering operator of the spin system. The laser field
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FIGURE 3.1. (a) Simulated excitation spectrum for three different IDT driving
frequencies with the same optical Rabi frequency. Sidebands appear at a detuning =
±ωm. (b) Energy level diagram for the carrier and sideband transitions. (c) Excitation
spectrum with a larger coupling rate than (a). Additional sidebands appear at ±2ωm.

at frequency ωL and Rabi frequency Ω0. The single electron-phonon coupling rate

g = Dkm
√
h̄/2mωm depends on the deformation potential D, wave number of the

acoustic mode km, and effective mass of the oscillator m.

We study the excitation spectrum for a NV center driven at frequency ωm by

solving the optical Bloch equations for the full Hamiltonian of the system. We plot

the excited state population after 80 ns, where the system is in the steady state, as

a function of the detuning between the excited state transition frequency and the
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optical field. With the acoustic field on, we observe sidebands at ±ωm as shown in

Fig. 3.1(a). The Stokes (anti-Stokes) process involves the emission (absorption) of a

phonon corresponding to the blue (red) sideband, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(b). The

sidebands increase in amplitude and linewidth for smaller ωm because the effects of

the direct optical transition are stronger. At larger RF driving powers additional

sidebands can be observed (see Fig. 3.1(c)).

To study phonon-assisted sideband transitions we apply the canonical Schrieffer-

Wolff transformation,

U = exp
[
η(b† − b)σ†σ

]
(3.4)

where η = g
ωm

is the effective Lamb-Dicke parameter for our system. The Hamiltonian

becomes

H̃ = h̄ωmb̂†b+ h̄(ω0 − η2ωm)σ†σ + h̄
Ω0

2
[σe−iωLt+η(b̂†−b̂) + h.c.] (3.5)

which is identical to the trapped-ion Hamiltonian. Transforming into the interaction

picture, we get

HI = h̄
Ω0

2

[
σe−iδteη(b†e−iωmt−beiωmt)+h.c.

]
(3.6)

with δ = ωL − (ω0 − g2

ωm
) as the detuning between the optical dipole transition and

the laser field. Then we assume η < 1 and expand to first order in η to get

H0
I = h̄

Ω0

2
(σe−iδt + h.c.) (3.7)

HR
I = h̄

Ω0η

2
(bσ†e−i(δ−ωm)t + b†σei(δ−ωm)t) (3.8)

HB
I = h̄

Ω0η

2
(bσe−i(δ+ωm)t + b†σ†ei(δ+ωm)t). (3.9)
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FIGURE 3.2. Calculated optomechanically driven Rabi oscillations for three different
RF powers. For clarity, the oscillations displayed are vertically offset. The effective
Rabi frequency is indicated in the figure. Inset: Calculated generalized Rabi
oscillations (blue curve) using the same parameters, except that the acoustic field
is off. For comparison the dashed curve shows the optomechanically driven Rabi
oscillation.

The direct optical transition is defined by H0
I and the red and blue sideband

transitions are HR
I and HB

I , respectively. The effective Rabi frequency of the sideband

transition is Ω =
√
nΩ0η, where

√
n is the mean phonon number.

We use Eq. 3.8 to model optomechanically driven Rabi oscillations and

discuss contributions from the direct optical dipole transition to the Rabi oscillation

experiment. Figure 3.2 shows the Rabi oscillations obtained using the red sideband

Hamiltonian with Ω0/2π = 290 MHz and ωm = 940 MHz. The plot demonstrates

Rabi oscillations for different effective Rabi frequencies, which are offset for clarity.The

sideband detuned laser field can couple directly to the carrier transition and as a result

induce generalized Rabi oscillations of the excited state population. In the inset of Fig.

3.2, we compare the oscillations for the red sideband with the acoustic field on and

off, using the same parameters as the Ω = 66 MHz Rabi oscillation. The generalized
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FIGURE 3.3. (a)Two IDT electrodes with wire bonding pads, zoom-ins on IDT
fingers. (b)Schematic of diamond sample with IDTs fabricated on the ZnO to drive
and detect SAWs.

Rabi oscillations are not observable in our experiments because of the limited time

resolution (2.8 ns) of the photon counting module. In this case, the generalized Rabi

oscillations lead to a small background contribution to the experiment in Fig. 3.7(b).

We also note that in addition to the optomechanically-driven Rabi oscillations due to

HR, the combined optical and mechanical coupling can also lead to a weak temporal

modulation (with frequency ωm) in the excited state population. This modulation is

not observable in our experiments, again due to the limited time resolution.

3.3. Surface Acoustic Waves

Surface acoustic waves (SAW), or Rayleigh waves, propagate along the surface

of an elastic solid. SAWs exhibit longitudinal and transverse components. At the

surface, these two modes are coupled to each other such that particles travel in an

elliptical path. The energy of a SAW is localized within one wavelength into the

surface and the amplitude falls off exponentially into the material. The penetration

depth of wave into the medium is inversely proportional to its frequency. SAWs can

vary from tens of megahertz to several gigahertz.

SAWs can be generated by applying an AC signal to a set of interdigitated

electrodes on top of a piezo-electric substrate. The grating like structure is called
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an interdigitated transducer (IDT) and converts an electric signal into mechanical

motion via the piezoelectric effect. A periodic displacement occurs when a potential

is applied across the IDT electrodes. The resonance frequency of the IDT depends

on the velocity v of the SAW, which depends on the thickness of the piezo-electric

material, and the width w of the electrodes. The wavelength of the SAW is defined

as four times the electrode width.

f =
v

4w
(3.10)

While diamond has a high elasticity due to its Young Modulus it is not piezoelectric.

To create the IDT device we first deposit a layer of zinc oxide (ZnO) and then

fabricate the electrodes using electron beam lithography. A detailed explanation of

the fabrication process can be found in ref [51, 111]. We made two IDTs, one acts as

the transmitter and the second is the receiver, which we connect to a signal analyzer

to calibrate the frequency of our device. Using Eq. 3.10, we assume a velocity of 5600

m/s resulting in a frequency of 900 MHz.

3.4. Optomechanical Control

In our experiment, we realize optomechanical control of a single NV center

through a sideband transition. We also report Rabi oscillations driven by

simultaneous optical and mechanical fields. These studies are among the first in

coupling NV centers to phonons via the excited state electron-phonon coupling

mechanism.
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FIGURE 3.4. (a) A NV center near the surface of the diamond couples to a laser
field and a propagating SAW that extends from the thin ZnO material to about 6µm
into the diamond. (b) Excitation spectrum of the carrier transition, where the NV
fluorescence is measured as a function of the optical detuning. The blue line is a
Lorentzian fit. (c)Excitation spectrum with both optical and acoustic fields on and
ωm = 900 MHz. The laser power is P0 = 0.4 µW and the RF input PRF = 0.2 W.

3.4.1. Phonon Sidebands

First we probe phonon-assisted optical transitions by considering only strain

induced energy shifts of the excited state, as discussed in section 3.2.2. The carrier

transition between the |ms = 0〉 ground state to |Ey〉 excited state is used for

optomechanical control of the system. The photoluminesence excitation (PLE)

spectra is shown in Fig. 3.4(b) with a wavelength near 637 nm. The phonon sidebands

can be observed when the the state |Ey〉 is driven by a laser frequency ω0 and detuned

by the SAW frequency ±ωm.
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FIGURE 3.5. (a) Measured frequency splitting between the carrier and the sideband
transitions as a function of ωm. The redline is at frequency splitting = ωm. (b)
Amplitudes of the sideband resonances with increasing P0 and PRF powers. Red lines
are linear least-squares fits. (c) Linewidths of the carrier (black squares) and sideband
(red circles) resonance as a function of P0, with PRF = 0.2W. The black line is the
calculated power broadening and the red line is a fit to guide the eye. (d) Excitation
spectra for the NV center with three different P0 with PRF = 0.1W.

We find a single NV center within 2 µm of the diamond surface such that we can

address with optical and surface acoustic fields, see Fig. 3.4(a). The NV is initialized

in the |ms = 0〉 state, and the fluorescence from |Ey〉 is measured as a function

of the laser detuning from the direct dipole transition. The SAW frequency ωm is

fixed at 900 MHz. The red and blue sidebands in the PLE spectrum are spectrally

separated from the carrier resonance by ωm as shown in Fig. 3.4(c). We further

verify the sideband transitions are due to acoustic waves by examining the separation
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between the central and sideband transitions as a function of the RF frequency of

the IDT. Fig. 3.5(a) demonstrates that the splitting is determined by the mechanical

driving frequency. The max amplitude of the sideband transitions increases linearly

with optical and RF power at relatively low powers for both (Fig. 3.5(b)). We plot

the linewidths of the sideband and carrier transitions as a function of the optical

power (see Fig. 3.5(c)) noting that the carrier linewidth increases by a factor of 10

compared to the sidebands. The sideband transitions are robust against optical power

broadening compared to the carrier resonance, illustrated in Fig. 3.5(d).

The dependence of the carrier resonance linewidth on optical power in Fig. 3.5(c)

provides an estimate for the power dependence of the optical Rabi frequency. The

linewidth of the NC center optical dipole transition is subject to spectral diffusion

due to the off-resonant excitation step in the PLE measurement, as well as to power

broadening. The power broadened FWHM, FP , is given by

FP × 2π = 2γ

√
1 +

Ω2
0

γΓ
(3.11)

where γ is the coherence decay rate, and Γ is the excited state population decay rate.

We treat the spectral diffusion as an inhomogeneous broadening yielding a Gaussian

distribution with a linewidth of Fs. The convolution of the power broadening and

spectral diffusion is a Voigt profile with a FWHM approximated by

F ≈ 0.535FP +
√

0.217F 2
P + F 2

s . (3.12)

We take Γ/2π = 14 MHz and γ/2π = 20 MHz. To fit the data at low optical power we

use Fs = 135 MHz. To fit the data at the higher power data we take Ω0/2π =
√
P0×65

MHz, where P0 is the optical power given in units of µW. The values of Ω0/2π used
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in these experiments are therefore estimated to range between about 10 MHz and 300

MHz. The lack of power broadening for the sideband resonances indicates that under

these experimental conditions, Ω is still small compared with the NV linewidth.

3.4.2. Interference Between Carrier and Sideband Transitions

Quantum inference can occur between two different types of excitations from the

ms = 0 to Ey states, shown in Fig. 3.6(a). We consider a two-level system with a

transition frequency ω0. There are two complex Rabi frequencies Ω1 = Ω̄1e
−iω1t+iφ1

and Ω2 = Ω̄2e
−iω2t+iφ2 with ω1 and φ1 as the frequency and phase of the carrier

transition and ω2 and φ2 for the sideband transition. The frequency and phase of the

sideband transition incorporate the frequencies and phases of the optical and acoustic

fields which drive this transition.

We derive the optical Bloch equations to get

ρ̇22 = −Γρ22 +
1

2
(−iΩρ12 + h.c.) (3.13)

ρ̇
(1)
12 = (−γ + iω0)ρ

(1)
12 + i

Ω∗1
2

(ρ22 − ρ11) (3.14)

ρ̇
(2)
12 = (−γ + iω0)ρ

(2)
12 + i

Ω∗2
2

(ρ22 − ρ11) (3.15)

where Ω = Ω1 + Ω2 and ρ12 = ρ1
12 + ρ2

12. We take

ρ
(1)
12 = ρ̄

(1)
12 e

iω1t

ρ
(2)
12 = ρ̄

(2)
12 e

iω2t (3.16)
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and substitute into Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15 to get

˙̄ρ
(1)
12 = (−γ + iδ1)ρ̄1

12 + iΩ̄1e
iφ1(ρ22 − ρ11)

˙̄ρ
(2)
12 = (−γ + iδ2)ρ̄2

12 + iΩ̄2e
iφ2(ρ22 − ρ11) (3.17)

where δ1,2 = ω0 − ω1,2. Solving these in the steady state gives

ρ̄
(1)
12 = −i Ω̄1e

iφ1

2(−γ + iδ1)

ρ̄
(2)
12 = −i Ω̄2e

iφ2

2(−γ + iδ2)
(3.18)

where we take the zeroth order approximation and set (ρ22 − ρ11 = −1.

Next, we combine Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.18 and substitute into Eq. 3.13 giving

ρ̇22 = −Γρ22+
1

2

[
Ω̄2

1

2(γ − iδ1)
+

Ω̄2
2

2(γ − iδ2)
+

Ω̄1Ω̄2e
−i∆ωtei∆φ

2(γ − iδ2)
+

Ω̄1Ω̄2e
i∆ωte−i∆φ

2(γ − iδ1)
+ c.c.

]
(3.19)

where ∆ω = (ω1 − ω2) and ∆φ = (φ1 − φ2).

Now we assume

ρ22 = ρ̄
(0)
22 + ρ̄

(+)
22 e

i∆ωt + ρ̄
(−)
22 e

−i∆ωt (3.20)

which combined with Eq. 3.19 gives

˙̄ρ
(0)
22 = −Γρ̄

(0)
22 +

1

2

[
Ω̄2

1

2(γ − iδ1)
+

Ω̄2
2

2(γ − iδ2)
+ c.c.

]
(3.21)

˙̄ρ
(+)
22 = (−Γ− i∆ω)ρ̄

(+)
22 +

1

2

[
Ω̄1Ω̄2e

i∆φ

2(γ − iδ2)
+ c.c.

]
(3.22)

˙̄ρ
(−)
22 = (−Γ + i∆ω)ρ̄

(−)
22 +

1

2

[
Ω̄1Ω̄2e

−i∆φ

2(γ − iδ1)
+ c.c.

]
. (3.23)
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FIGURE 3.6. (a) The arrow on the left indicates the direct optical dipole transition,
while the red and yellow arrows on the right are the red sideband transition. (b) NV
fluorescence as a function of the frequency different between the three fields. Carrier
excitation power is P1 = 0.4µW and the optical sideband power is P2 = 2µW with
PRF = 0.2W for the acoustic wave. (c) Fluorescence of the NV as a function of φm
with ω1 − (ω2 + ωm) = 0, showing the interference between the two pathways. The
red line is a sinusoidal function with a period of 2π.

Solving these in the steady state and substituting back into Eq. 3.20, we arrive

at an expression for the excited state population.

ρ22 =
Ω̄2

1

4(γ − iδ1)Γ
+

Ω̄2
2

4(γ − iδ2)Γ

+
Ω̄1Ω̄2e

−i∆ωtei∆φ

4(γ − iδ2)(Γ + i∆ω)
+

Ω̄2Ω̄1e
i∆ωte−i∆φ

4(γ − iδ1)(Γ− i∆ω)
+ c.c. (3.24)

Our measurement of the excited state population, by means of the spontaneously

emitted fluorescence, averages over a long period of time. This means that when ∆ω

is nonzero, the phase dependent terms in Eq. 3.24 average to zero. When ∆ω = 0

the expression simplifies to

ρ22 =
Ω̄2

1 + Ω̄2
2

4(γ − iδ)Γ
+

Ω̄1Ω̄2

2(γ − iδ)Γ
cos (∆φ) + c.c. (3.25)

which has a nonzero phase dependent term that goes as the cosine of the phase

difference. Unity contrast in the interference fringes can be achieved if Ω1 = Ω2.
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We demonstrate this interference by driving a phonon-assisted optical transition

and a direct dipole-optical transition with frequencies ω2 + ωm and ω1, respectively.

The optical fields are derived from the same laser, maintaining a well-defined relative

phase. Furthermore, we lock the phase of acoustic fields to the optical fields. As

shown in Fig. 3.6(b), NV fluorescence as a function of ω1− (ω2 +ωm) exhibits a sharp

resonance when the frequency of the optical field for the carrier transition equals

that of the sideband transition. The width of the resonance (< 10 Hz) is limited by

the instrument resolution. Under this resonant condition, we can vary the relative

phase of the acoustic field, demonstrating interference between these two transitions

as shown by the oscillating NV fluorescence in Fig. 3.6(c). This oscillation shows

that the optomechanical processes are fully coherent with the conventional optical

processes.

3.4.3. Rabi Oscillations

In the resolved sideband regime, we can drive coherent oscillations, or Rabi

oscillations, between two levels of an NV center using an acoustic and optical field.

The linewidth of the optical dipole transition in our experiment is 200 MHz and the

SAW frequency is 900 MHz. Therefore, the optomechanical transition is within the

resolved sideband regime. The NV is initially prepared in the |ms = 0〉 state and

then a continuous optical field is tuned to the red sideband transition. We apply a

90 ns acoustic field while the photon detector is on to detect the fluorescence counts

as a function of time, with a bin size of 2.8 ns. As illustrated in the pulse sequence

shown in Fig. 3.7(a), we apply the SAW pulse 100 times before initializing the system.

Figure 3.7(b) shows the optomechanically driven Rabi oscillations for three different
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FIGURE 3.7. (a) Pulse sequence used for the Rabi oscillation experiment. (b) NV
fluorescence as a function of acoustic pulse duration. Rabi oscillations (offset for
clarity) are shown with estimated Ω0/2 = 290 MHz and for three different RF driving
powers for an IDT with ωm = 940 MHz. Solid lines are numerical fits to damped
sinusoidal osillations. (c) Rabi frequencies obtained as a function of the RF power.
Ride line shows a linear least-squares fit.

RF driving powers of the IDT. The effective Rabi frequency Ω increases as the square

root of the IDT driving power, see Fig. 3.7(c).

By using the results from the Rabi oscillation experiment we can estimate the

amplitude Asaw of the surface acoustic waves. The formula is given by

Asaw =
2

D

(
ωm
km

)(
Ω

Ω0

)
(3.26)

where D is the deformation potential, ωm/km is the velocity of the SAW, Ω0 is

the optical Rabi frequency, and Ω is the effective Rabi frequency. With parameters

D/2π = 610 THz, ωm/km = 5600 m/s, Ω0/2π = 290 MHz and Ω/2π = 66 MHz, Asaw

is approximately 0.7 pm. A small amplitude is required to drive Rabi oscillations

because of the strong electron-phonon coupling.
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In this chapter, we demonstrated optomechanical quantum control of the energy

levels in a NV center by exploiting the strong excited state electron-phonon coupling.

These experiments lay down the ground work to couple the spin states of the NV

to an acoustic wave. In the next chapter, we use a special Λ-type three-level system

to couple the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states via the excited state Ey through the red

sideband and a direct dipole transition.
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CHAPTER IV

SPIN-PHONON COUPLING OF A NV CENTER

This chapter has been adapted from previously published material with Andrew

Golter, Thein Oo, Ignas Lekavicius, Kevin Stewart, and Hailin Wang. It was

published in volume 6 issue 4 of Physical Review X in 2016 under the name

“Coupling a Surface Acoustic Wave to an Electron Spin in Diamond via a Dark State”

[50]. I worked on the theoretical analysis and collaborated with Andrew Golter on

studying the effects of optical pumping. Thein Oo fabricated and characterized the

interdigitated transducer and collaborated with Andrew Golter and Ignas Lekavicius

on the other experiments. Kevin Stewart helped us deposit zinc oxide on the surface

of the diamond. Hailin Wang is the principal investigator for this work.

4.1. Introduction

Building a quantum phononic network requires robust qubits, such as the spin

triplet ground state of the NV center, with strong phonon coupling. However, this

presents a technical conundrum. Robust spin qubits necessarily mean extremely

weak coupling to acoustic vibrations [36, 97] since otherwise the coupling would lead

to a rapid decay of the spin coherence. The ground state is largely unaffected by

strain due to the antisymmetric combination of the ex and ey orbitals, however,

the symmetric orbital configuration of the excited state make it highly susceptible

to lattice distortions [15, 36, 97]. Previously, we demonstrated how an electron

spin associated with a diamond defect couples to a surface acoustic wave via the

excited state electron-phonon coupling mechanism [51]. The excited state is limited

by spontaneous emission and spectral diffusion, making it unsuitable for defining the
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qubit states. We can overcome this dilemma by coupling a SAW to the electron

spin through an optically prepared dark state. In this chapter, we present a scheme

to couple the electron spin to a SAW via a Λ-type three-level system where two

spin ground states couple to a common excited state via a phonon-assisted sideband

transition and a direct dipole optical transition. This method uses the excited state

to mediate the phonon interaction without populating the excited state due to an

adiabatic elimination.

4.2. The Dark State

The Λ-system can be formed with two ground states |g1〉, |g2〉 and a shared

excited state |e〉 (See Fig. 4.1(a)) in the NV center in diamond [49, 52]. The

interaction Hamiltonian for this three level system is given by Eq. 4.1,

H0
I = h̄

Ω1

2
(e−i∆1t|g1〉〈e|+ h.c.) + h̄

Ω2

2
(e−i∆2t|g2〉〈e|+ h.c.) (4.1)

where ∆1 and ∆2 are the detuning of the laser fields from the direct dipole transition

frequency, with Rabi frequency Ω1 (Ω2) for the |g1〉 → |e〉 (|g2〉 → |e〉) transition.

The instantaneous eigenstates of the system are:

|B+〉 = sin θ sinφ|g1〉+ cos θ sinφ|g2〉+ cosφ|e〉 (4.2)

|B−〉 = sin θ cosφ|g1〉+ cos θ cosφ|g2〉 − sinφ|e〉 (4.3)

|D〉 = cos θ|g1〉 − sin θ|g2〉 (4.4)

with eigenenergies E+ = h̄Ω cotφ/2, E− = h̄Ω tanφ/2, and Ed = 0. The effective

Rabi frequency is defined as Ω =
√

Ω2
1 + Ω2

2, and the mixing angles θ and φ are,

respectively, tan θ = Ω1

Ω2
and tan 2φ = Ω

∆
. Note the Raman resonant condition is
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FIGURE 4.1. (a) Schematic of a Λ-type three level system driven by two optical
fields with Rabi frequency Ω1 and Ω2. In the limit of large dipole detuning, ∆, the
system becomes equivalent to an optical transition between the two lower states. (b)
Schematic of Λ-system driven by an acoustic field (yellow line) as well as two optical
fields. The |g1〉 to |e〉 transition is a red phonon sideband transition with effective
Rabi frequency, ΩR. For large ∆, the system becomes equivalent to an optically
driven transition between phonon ladders of the two lower states, where n denotes
the phonon number.

∆1 = ∆2 = ∆. The dark state, given by Eq. 4.4, is a coherent superposition state of

the two lower states, decoupled from the upper state. This transfer from |g1〉 → |g2〉

is realized via the dark state.

In this system, we want the two spins states to couple to the SAW which we

achieve by replacing one of the direct dipole optical transitions with a phonon-assisted

optical transition, the red sideband transition in this case, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).
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The Hamiltonian, with the rotating wave approximation, is given by

H = h̄ωmb
†b− h̄ν1|g1〉〈g1| − h̄ν2|g2〉〈g2|+ h̄g(b† + b)|e〉〈e|

+ h̄
Ω1

2
(eiω1t|g1〉〈e|+ h.c.) + h̄

Ω2

2
(eiω2t|g2〉〈e|+ h.c.). (4.5)

Using the techniques from the previous chapter, we apply the Schrieffer-Wolff

transformation and expand the mechanical displacement to linear order to study the

dynamics. The Hamiltonian becomes

H̃ = h̄ωmb
†b− h̄ν1|g1〉〈g1| − h̄ν2|g2〉〈g2|+ h̄η2ωm|e〉〈e|

+ h̄
Ω1

2
(eiω1t+η(b†−b)|g1〉〈e|+ h.c.) + h̄

Ω2

2
(eiω2t+η(b†−b)|g2〉〈e|+ h.c.) (4.6)

where η = g/ωm is effective the Lamb-Dicke parameter. Transforming to an

interaction picture, we then have

H̃I = h̄
Ω1

2
(e−i∆̃1teη(b†eiωmt−be−iωmt)|g1〉〈e|+ h.c.)

+ h̄
Ω2

2
(e−i∆̃2teη(b†eiωmt−be−iωmt)|g2〉〈e|+ h.c.) (4.7)

where ∆̃1 = (ν1−g2/ωm)−ω1 and ∆̃2 = (ν2−g2/ωm)−ω2 are the effective detunings.

We tune the Ω1 field near the red sideband of the |g1〉 to |e〉 transition (∆̃1 ≈ ωm) and

the Ω2 field is near the |g2〉 to |e〉 transition (∆̃2 = 0). Expanding H̃I to first order in

η and keeping only resonant terms, we can approximate the interaction Hamiltonian

as

HI = h̄
Ω1η

2
(b†e−i∆Rt|g1〉〈e|+ h.c.) + h̄

Ω2η

2
(b†e−i∆2t|g1〉〈e|+ h.c.) (4.8)
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FIGURE 4.2. (a) Energy-level structure and dipole optical transitions of a NV center
(without strain). (b) Excited state energies as a function of the strain parameter δ1.

with ∆R = ∆1 − ωm. The effective Rabi frequency for the red sideband is ΩR =

√
nΩ1η. The Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.8 is also valid for relatively large ∆R and ∆2, as

long as ∆R ≈ ∆2. The dark state for this system, with ∆R = ∆2, is

|D〉 =
1√

Ω2
R + Ω2

2

(ΩR|g2〉 − Ω2|g1〉). (4.9)

This dark state can mediate and control the interaction between the spin states and

the relevant phonon mode.

4.3. Excited State Spin Mixing

As discussed in Chapter 2, the electronic energy level structure of a NV center

features a spin triplet ground state {ms = 0,±1} and a spin triplet orbital doublet

excited state {A1,2, Ex,y, E1,2}. At low strain, dipole optical transitions occur between

the ms = 0 and Ex,y states and between ms = ±1 and A1,2, E1,2, as illustrated in Fig.

4.2(a). A Λ-type three-level system can be formed with ms = ±1 as the lower states
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and A2 as the upper state. States A1 and E1,2 can also be serve as the upper state in

the Λ-system but are not ideal because of state mixing mechanisms and they largely

decay non-radiatively. This Λ-system presents a technical dilemma: it is implemented

using microwave fields. For our experiments, instead we exploit the strain properties

associated with the excited states to elect a Λ-system that has efficient optical spin

detection and can be implemented without the use of microwave fields.

Local strain in the diamond splits the degeneracy between the ex and ey orbitals

in the excited state configuration and results in their mixing. The strain Hamiltonian

is governed by two different parameters δ1 and δ2 describing lattice distortions. In

the high strain regime, spin mixing allows non-preserving spin transitions via linearly

polarized light. The full Hamiltonian for the excited state energy levels is

HExcited = Hspin−spin +Hspin−orbit +Hstrain (4.10)

which can be written in matrix form with basis states {|A1〉, |A2〉, |Ex〉, |Ey〉, |E1〉, |E2〉}

as [97]

H =



∆−∆
′
+ λz 0 0 0 δ1 −iδ2

0 ∆ + ∆
′
+ λz 0 0 iδ2 −δ1

0 0 −2∆ + δ1 δ2 0 i∆
′′

0 0 δ2 −2∆− δ1 ∆
′′

0

δ1 −iδ2 0 ∆
′′

∆− λz 0

iδ2 −δ1 −i∆′′ 0 0 ∆− λz


(4.11)

where λz = 5.3 GHz is the axial spin-orbit interaction [14]. The spin-spin induced

zero-field splittings are defined by 3∆ ≈ 1.42 GHz and ∆
′ ≈ 1.55 GHz. The spin-spin
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FIGURE 4.3. (a) State mixing due to built-in dc strain, leading to additional dipole
transitions, as indicated by the dashed lines. Shaded levels and arrows highlight the
Λ-type three level system used in our experiments. (b) Excitation spectrum obtained
with no pump field. (c) Excitation spectrum with a pump field fixed at the Ex
transition. Peak labels indicate the corresponding transitions labeled in (a).

interaction term ∆
′′ ≈ 0.2 GHz is responsible for mixing states with different spin

projections [129]. Previous experiments demonstrated spin-flip optical transitions in

a low strain environment [14, 43, 128, 129, 138], although, the spin-flip was originally

attributed to the non-axial spin-orbit interaction [95]. Using the Hamilonian above

(Eq. 4.11), we solve for eigenenergies and plot them as a function of strain parameter

δ1, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The mixing becomes important for 6 < δ1 < 10 GHz,

corresponding to an anti-crossing between |Ey〉 and |E1,2〉, allowing spin-flip optical

transitions. As shown in Fig. 4.3(a), a Λ-type three-level system can be formed with

|Ey〉 as the shared upper state for |ms = 0〉 and |ms = ±1〉 as the lower states.

Our scheme does not require microwave control so we carried out detailed

photoluminescence excitation (PLE) experiments to characterize the optical selection

rules. The PLE spectrum in Fig. 4.3(b) shows the fluorescence from a single NV
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center as a function of a probe laser field near λ ∼ 637 nm. The pronounced peaks

are the Ex and Ey resonances with a splitting of 9.6 GHz, indicating a large dc

strain. These conditions meet the necessary requirements for state mixing to occur,

allowing spin-flip optical transitions for our desired Λ-system. To find the resonance

frequencies for the ms = ±1 states, we applied a second pump laser, resonant with

ms = 0 → Ex and measured the fluorescence as a function of the probe frequency.

The pump probe excitation spectrum (see Fig. 4.3(c)) features three peaks, from

the ms = ±1 states, and three dips, from the ms = 0 state. The probe excitations

from ms = ±1 pump the electron spin back into ms = 0 increasing the fluorescence.

In contrast, the ms = 0 probe excitations pump the NV into the ms = ±1 states,

reducing the fluorescence from the pump-driven Ex transition.

The fluorescence background in the PLE spectrum is due to the pump-driven Ex

excitation. This transition can also pump the electron spin to the ms = ±1 ground

states since Ex has a small probability of decaying to the ms = ±1 states. The

pump-probe experiment is also sensitive to the underlying optical pumping process

of the probe.

4.4. Three-Level Lambda System Experiments

4.4.1. Phonon-Assisted Coherent Population Trapping

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the SAWs with frequency ωm are generated

by fabricating a pair of interdigitated transducers (IDTs). For the Λ-system, light

from a frequency stabilized tunable dye laser is split into two beams. The detuning

between the two laser fields is set by the two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). One

field with frequency ω0 drives the red-sideband excitation for the |ms = 0〉 to |Ey〉

transition and the other field with frequency ω± drives the direct dipole transition
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FIGURE 4.4. (a) Energy level diagram used for phonon-assisted CPT experiment.
Solid red arrows are the optical fields and the yellow arrow is the acoustic field. (b)
Fluorescence of the excited state Ey as a function of (ω0 + ωm) − ω±. The optical
power at frequency ω0 (ω±) is 4 µW (1 µW). The RF input power for the IDT is 0.13
W. The two dips correspond to Λ-type systems formed with either the ms = +1 or the
ms = −1 state. The solid red curve is the theoretical calculation. The fluorescence is
normalized to the peak of the theoretical excitation spectrum with no CPT.

between the |Ey〉 and |ms = ±1〉 states, as indicated in Fig. 4.4(a). A small magnetic

field is applied, resulting in a Zeeman splitting of ωB/2π = 24 MHz between the

ms = ±1 ground states. First, we observe coherent population trapping (CPT) from

the coherent coupling between a SAW (ωm = 818 MHz) and an electron spin via the

dark state, as defined in Eq. 4.9. When pumped into the dark state, a NV center will

remain trapped in the dark state, thus quenching the NV fluorescence. Figure 4.4(b)

shows the excited state fluorescence as a function of the detuning (ω0 + ωm) − ω±

between the two arms of the Λ-system. Two CPT dips are observed in Fig. 4.4(b)

because two phonon-assisted Λ-type three-level systems are involved in this case:

{ms = 0,ms = −1, Ey} and {ms = 0,ms = +1, Ey}. The dips occur when the

Raman resonant condition is met, i.e., when the detuning is equal to the frequency

separation between the lower states. The solid line in Fig. 4.4(b) is a model of the

phonon-assisted CPT experiment using the density matrix equations derived from
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the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.8. There is general agreement between the theory and the

experiment, except our model exhibits the hyperfine splitting from the nitrogen atom

with nuclear spin I = 1. These hyperfine states cannot be resolved in our experiments

because of power broadening and limited signal-to-noise ratio. Assuming ΩR = Ω±,

the observed depth of the CPT dip yields ΩR = 8 MHz, in agreement with the Rabi

frequency estimated from the individual dipole optical or phonon-assisted optical

transitions.

4.4.2. Optically Driven Sideband Transitions

We carry out spectral-domain experiments to demonstrate the sideband spin

transitions via the phonon-assisted Λ-type three-level system. Figure 4.5(a) illustrates

our experimental scheme with a direct spin detection, by exciting the electron spin

from ms = ±1 to A2 and measuring the corresponding fluorescence. After the NV

center is initialized into the ms = 0 ground state, two optical fields are applied with

duration 2 µs, as indicated in Fig 4.5(b). The SAW field was kept on continuously

because it only contributes when the corresponding optical field is on. The population

of the ms = ±1 states is detected after the optical driving pulses. Figure 4.5(c) plots

the fluorescence from A2 versus the detuning (ω0 + ωm) − ω±, with fixed ω0 and

ωm. The sideband spin transitions occur when the Raman resonant condition is met.

The spectral linewidth of the transitions is 0.7 MHz, which is in accordance to the

spin dephasing rate. The hyperfine structure of the nitrogen atom is clearly resolved,

with a 2.2 MHz splitting. This demonstrates that the sideband spin transitions are

nuclear-spin dependent, thus allowing the use of nuclear spin in quantum acoustics.
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FIGURE 4.5. (a) Energy level diagram including spin detection used for the
sideband spin transition experiments. (b) Pulse sequence used for the spectral-domain
experiment. (c) Fluorescence from state A2 as a function of ω0 + ωm− ω±. The solid
red line is a fit to six Lorentzians with equal linewidths. A background due to the
optical pumping has been subtracted from the data.

4.4.3. Effects of Optical Pumping

We have shown CPT between a SAW and the electronic spin associated with

an NV center by using a phonon-assisted Λ-scheme, however, excitation of the short-

lived excited state induces optical decoherence into the system. In 1990, Gaubatz

et al. [47] proposed stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) as a method to

efficiently and selectively transfer population between two states without suffering
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Raman resonant condition (the data are smoothed). The solid lines are the theoretical
calculations.

loss to spontaneous emission. The dynamics of the upper state in the Λ-system can

be adiabatically eliminated if the fields are sufficiently detuned from the respective

dipole transitions. Under this condition, the system becomes an effective two level

system with an effective Rabi frequency

ΩSTIRAP =
Ω1Ω2

2|∆|
(4.12)

where Ω1 and Ω2 are the Rabi frequencies of the optical transitions and ∆ is

the dipole detuning. For our system, we replace Ω1 and Ω2 with the red-sideband

Rabi frequency ΩR and the ms = ±1 Rabi frequency Ω± to obtain an effective Rabi

frequency of

ΩSS =
ΩRΩ±
2|∆|

=
Ω0Ω±

2|∆|ωm
g
√
n = gss

√
n (4.13)
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Here, gss is the single-phonon Rabi frequency for the sideband spin transition.

For a time-domain experiment we set ∆ = 100 MHz. A relatively small detuning was

employed such that effects of the excited state excitation can be investigated.

To determine the effective Rabi frequency of the sideband transition and effects of

optical pumping, we measure the spin population in the ms = ±1 states as a function

of the duration of the optical driving fields. Figure 4.6(a) illustrates the pulse sequence

used for the experiment. The circles in Fig. 4.6(b) show the fluorescence from state

A2 as a function of the optical pulse duration τ for the Raman resonant condition

for states |ms = 0〉 and |ms = +1,mn = +1〉, where mn denotes the nitrogen nuclear

spin projection. The squares in Fig. 4.6(b) show fluorescence from A2 when the

optical fields are detuned 6.5 MHz away from the Raman resonant condition. This

demonstrates the high rate of optical pumping from excitation and subsequent decay

of the upper state into ms = +1.

Using the density matrix equations, we plot theoretical predictions for these

experiments in Fig. 4.6(b). We have taken ΩR = Ω± and Γ1, the decay rate from Ey

to the ms = ±1 states as adjustable parameters. The calculations yield Γ1/2π = 1.8

MHz and ΩR/2π = 8 MHz, which is in agreement with the Rabi frequency derived

from the CPT experiments. These results yield an effective sideband Rabi frequency

of ΩSS/2π = 0.3 MHz.

Both the optical pumping rate and the optically induced decoherence scale with

the population of Ey (1/∆2), because these processes only occur when the excited

state is populated. Since we want to drive the sideband spin transition coherently

we want to reduce spontaneous emission from Ey to ms = ±1. Their effects can be

suppressed in the limit of large dipole detuning, however, ΩSS scales as 1/∆. By

setting Ω±/|∆| and Ω0/|∆| to 1/60, we can keep γopt/2π to 1 kHz. With |∆| = 25ωm,
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Eq. 4.13 then produces a single-phonon Rabi frequency gss that is three orders of

magnitude greater than that of direct ground-state spin-phonon coupling.

In future experiments we would like to adiabatically transfer population between

the |ms = 0〉 and |ms = +1〉 states but this interaction is limited by the dephasing

time. The next chapter discusses preliminary efforts undertaken to protect the

spin ground states from dephasing. The dephasing rate can be reduced by using

the eigenstates of the atom-field Hamiltonian, which are protected from magnetic

fluctuations.
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CHAPTER V

MICROWAVE SPIN DRESSED STATES

5.1. Introduction

In a quantum system, an inhomogeneous environment can limit the coherence of

a qubit. Solid-state spin qubits are highly susceptible to uncontrolled environmental

noise such as magnetic fluctuations. The electron spin of a single NV center couples

to magnetic fields from nearby nuclear spins in the diamond. The bath-induced

fluctuations shorten the spin dephasing time T ∗2 of the system, which can limit

complete quantum control. Pulsed dynamical decoupling (PDD) techniques[24,

57, 99, 145] use spin echoes to average out the effects of magnetic fluctuations

and have been successfully implemented in NV centers and other spin qubits

[20, 31, 32, 40, 96, 105, 127, 155]. Longer dynamical decoupling sequences weaken the

signal and spin echo pulses do not always commute with gate operations[149]. Under

these restrictions we use the semiclassical dressed states to protect the bare states

from magnetic fluctuations.

Dressing the spin states of the NV center engineers a basis that is less sensitive

to magnetic fluctuations. For NVs, a magnetic driving field interacts with the

system such that the eigenstates of the interaction Hamiltonian are superpositions

of the bare spin states. The dressed state energy level splitting is determined

by the strength of the driving field and can be tuned to match the resonance of

other quantum systems. An inhomogeneous background shifts the ground state

energy levels, detuning the field from the transition. The effective separation

between the dressed states is proportional to the dressing field and the detuning.
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FIGURE 5.1. (a) The coupling of the ms = 0 and ms = +1 via a resonant microwave
field with Rabi frequency Ω0 leads to the formation of the dressed states |±〉. The
bath-induced Zeeman shift δB leads to an effective Rabi frequency Ω =

√
Ω2

0 + δ2
B.

(b) The eigenenergies as a function of δB for a weak dressing field (dashed line)
Ω0 = 0.1∆. This resembles the bare states. For a strong dressing field (solid line)
Ω0 = 4∆ the gap between the dress states remains unperturbed.

For a strong driving field this continuous dynamical decoupling (CDD) technique

decouples the states from magnetic noise, prolonging the spin dephasing time.

Additionally, CDD does not interfere with gate operations and protects gates from

spin dephasing. Coherent dressing of the ground states in NV centers has been

demonstrated using microwave (MW) fields and mechanical motion of a cantilever

[13, 23, 49, 88, 91, 121, 136, 141, 143, 156, 161].

5.2. Dressed States

The Hamiltonian for the spin ground states of the NV center is

Hgs = DgsS
2
z + γB ~B · ~S, (5.1)

where Dgs is the zero-field ground state splitting, γB is the gyromagnetic ratio, ~B is

a static magnetic field and ~S are the Pauli-spin matrices. A static magnetic field is
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used to break the degeneracy between the |± 1〉 states. The dressed states of the NV

center are formed by coupling a microwave field to the spin transition between the

ms = 0 and ms = +1 states, with Rabi frequency Ω0. The electron wave function in

the rotating frame is given by

|ψ〉 = C0|0〉+ C+1e
−iωLt|+ 1〉 (5.2)

where ωL is the microwave frequency. The Hamiltonian of the spin-microwave system

is

H0 = −∆|+ 1〉〈+1|+ Ω0

2
(|0〉〈+1|+ |+ 1〉〈0|). (5.3)

The detuning is ∆ = −(ωL − ω0) + δB, with ω0 as the transition frequency and δB is

the Zeeman shift induced by the bath. When the system is on resonance and δB = 0,

the eigenstates the time independent Hamiltonian are

|d+〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ |+ 1〉) (5.4)

|d−〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 − |+ 1〉), (5.5)

with energy splitting Ω0. Here, the static magnetic field determines the resonance

condition, while magnetic noise due to the spin-bath shifts the | + 1〉 state by δB

inducing a time-dependent detuning in the system. This perturbation changes the

frequency splitting of the dressed states to Ω =
√

Ω2
0 + δ2

B, as illustrated in Fig.

5.1(a), and the new dressed states are

|d+〉 = sin θ|0〉+ cos θ|+ 1〉 (5.6)

|d−〉 = cos θ|0〉+ sin θ|+ 1〉 (5.7)
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FIGURE 5.2. (a) Energy level diagram of the dressed state manifolds depending on
photon number. The orange transition denotes the central peak at frequency ω = ω0,
the orange and pink transitions occur at ω = ω0 − Ω and ω = ω0 + Ω, respectively.
(b) Simulated Mollow triplet for three different effective Rabi frequencies.

where tan 2θ = Ω0/δB. The corresponding eigenenergies of the dressed states are

E+ = h̄Ω/2 and E− = −h̄Ω/2. In the limit Ω0 � |δB|, the dressed states are

insensitive to inhomogeneities in the system. Figure 5.1(b) shows the dependence

of the two-level system eigenenergies on the magnetic fluctuations δB. For a weak

dressing field Ω0 = 0.1∆, the eigenstates resemble the bare states {|ms = 0〉, |ms =

+1〉}. In the limit Ω0 = 4∆� δB, the dressed states become independent of δB.

5.3. Mollow Triplet

The dressed states have been observed by driving coherent Rabi oscillations in

single spins [63, 75, 118] and coherent population trapping using the excited state

optical transitions [49]. In this work, we measure the Mollow spectrum to observe

the dressed states of the system [6, 79, 102, 160].

We now consider the interaction of the electron spin with a strong microwave to

form the dressed spin states and a weak probe for driving interactions between the

dressed states. We use the dressed states to describe the electron wave function in
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terms of the dressed-state probability amplitudes, Cd+ and Cd− :

|ψ〉 =
(
Cd+ sin θe−iΩt/2 + Cd− cos θeiΩt/2

)
|0〉

+
(
Cd+ cos θe−iΩt/2 + Cd− sin θeiΩt/2

)
|+ 1〉

(5.8)

A similar expression can be derived for δB = 0, in which cos θ = sin θ = 1/
√

2. The

wave function in Eq. 5.8 shows that the ms = 0,+1 states each effectively split into

two states due to the coherent interaction with the microwave field, as shown in Fig.

5.2(a). Spin coherence can arise from the same dressed, for example between |d+〉+1

and |d+〉0, and can also occur between different dressed states, like |d+〉+1 and |d−〉0.

The resulting power correlation spectrum from scanning the probe frequency is the

Mollow triplet. Figure 5.2(b) displays the Mollow triplet for three different driving

powers as a function of the probe detuning. The central peak is at frequency ω0

with symmetrical side peaks at ω0±Ω. Two transitions have the same frequency ω0,

depicted in Fig. 5.2(a) in blue, making the central peak dominant.

5.4. Experimental Results

We use a coplanar waveguide (CPW) to generate the microwave fields on a

type-IIa diamond with ppb nitrogen impurities. We find a NV center a few microns
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FIGURE 5.4. (a) Pulse sequence for Mollow spectrum experiment. (b) Mollow
spectrum of the dressed electron spin for bare states |0〉 and | + 1〉. The pump
and probe powers are Ppump = 6 dBm and Pprobe = −9 dBm, respectively. (c)
Rabi oscillation experiment for the pump power in (b) and derived Rabi frequency
Ω0 = 6.97 MHz. (d) Mollow triplet for the two-level system of states |0〉 and |−1〉. (e)
Rabi oscillation experiment for Ppump = 7 dBm with derived Rabi frequency Ω0 = 8.1
MHz.

beneath the surface to suppress background noise and thus choose to use a grounded

CPW which ensures the magnetic field is strongest in the diamond. Figure 5.3(a)

illustrates the CPW transmissions lines with G = 15µm and w = 100µm for our

device. We deposited a 200 nm layer of Al on top of a 10 nm Ti adhesion layer to

impedance match our device to 50 Ohms. The microwave device is bonded to a PCB

chip with two ports, an input port for the signal and an output port where the signal

is terminated to reduce back reflections into the CPW (see Fig. 5.3(b)).
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First we initialize the electron spin into the ms = 0 ground state and then

simultaneously apply a strong pump field and a weak probe. The high-power MW

field, with duration τ creates the dressed states with splitting equal to the Rabi

frequency Ω0. We can keep track of the location of the population by choosing τ to

be a multiple of π. The decoherence time in our system is ≈ 1.2µs, limiting our pulse

lengths to < 1µs for better readout. A weak π-pulse probe field drives four different

transitions as depicted in Fig. 5.2(a). We do optical readout on the ms = 0 state as

shown in the pulse sequence in Fig. 5.4(a). We obtain the Mollow triplet when we

scan the probe frequency.

In Fig. 5.4(b), we plot the population of the ground state as a function of the

probe frequency, which is swept close to the resonance. The pump power was held

constant at Ppump = 7 dBm (at the source) while the probe was kept at Pprobe = -9

dBm (at the source). The spectrum consists of a central peak with two side peaks

with separation 2Ω, following the Mollow structure. The red lines in Fig. 5.4(b) are

Lorentzian fits to each dip which we used to derive a Rabi frequency of Ω/2π ≈ 7

MHz. We performed a Rabi oscillation experiment at the same MW pump power

shown in Fig. 5.4(c) and fit it to f(x) = A0 cos (2πΩt+ φ)e−γt. The Rabi frequency

for this experiment is Ω/2π ≈ 7 MHz and is used to plot the expected sideband

frequency in orange and pink in Fig. 5.4(b). Our calculated values were in excellent

agreement with the experimental values. We carried out the same similar experiment

with the ms = 0 and ms = −1 states as shown in Fig. 5.4(d) with RF powers Ppump

= 7 dBm and Pprobe = -13 dBm at the source. From our Lorentzian fit to the data we

extracted a Rabi frequency Ω/2π ≈ 9 MHz. The Rabi oscillation experiment shown

in Fig. 5.4(e) yielded a Rabi frequency of Ω/2π ≈ 8 MHz for the same pump power.
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Our spectra display dips instead of peaks because of the number of π rotations.

For these experiments we apply a pump fields with length τ = 8π and the electron

spin populates the lower manifold. The probe field then pumps the population into

the upper manifold of the system on resonance. The spin-readout detects fluorescence

from the ms = 0 state and on resonance the upper manifold fluoresces less causing a

dip in fluorescence. If we extend our pump pulse length to τ = 9π, we could recover

the peaks because the probe field would move the population of the electron spin into

the ms = 0 components of the dressed states and during readout the fluorescence

would be higher.

Figures 5.4(b) and (d) do not reflect the true structure of the Mollow triplet and

manifest asymmetries due to systematic errors in the system. Long averaging times

were used to obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio, however, these long experimental

times are susceptible to drift. Future experiments will combine the dressed states

with optical control for direct spin readout, improving the experimental time and

signal-to-noise ratio.

For quantum information science, using the dressed states of the NV center as the

qubit has an advantage over the bare states. The dressed states are protected against

magnetic fluctuations of the bath, allowing for longer quantum control protocols that

do not conflict with the dressing field. We used a pump-probe experiment to detect

the existence of the dressed states by observing the Mollow triplets spectrum. At

room temperature, we demonstrate control and spin readout of our system.

Another interesting property of our system is that we can couple the dressed

states to a shared excited state using optical fields for coherent population transfer,

as shown previously[49]. This allows us to use the dressed states in the spin-phonon

Λ-type three level system, as shown in Fig. 5.5. In the next chapter, we discuss
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FIGURE 5.5. Spin-phonon Λ-type three level system in the bare state and dressed
state basis. ΩR denotes the red sideband Rabi frequency for the |g1〉 state and ΩR,−
is the red sideband Rabi frequency for the |−〉 dressed state. The MW field applied
to the ground states has a Rabi frequency Ω, which defines the splitting between the
dressed states.

a technique to improve adiabatic transfer via the dark state in a Λ-system. This

method will improve the fidelity and limit the decoherence due to the excited state

without needing a large detuning. The goal is to have a robust spin-phonon system

with a strong phonon-sideband interaction.
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CHAPTER VI

SHORTCUT-TO-ADIABATICITY IN A Λ-TYPE THREE-LEVEL SYSTEM

6.1. Introduction

A variety of methods exist for transferring population between two quantum

states, most notably adiabatic processes are known for being robust and yielding high

fidelities [152]. Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage has been demonstrated in NV

centers in which two driving fields, which couple the lower states to a common upper

state, are pulsed to adiabatically follow the dark state [52]. However, the system

contains non-adiabatic processes that populate the upper state making it susceptible

to loss. It was first proposed in 1997 that a field could be applied between the two

quantum states that would “control diabatic losses” [146]. Recently, superadiabatic

transitionless driving (SATD) was proposed and experimentally demonstrated as

an alternative because usually transitions are not allowed between the states that

exchange population [8, 162]. In this chapter we demonstrate that a shortcut-to-

adiabaticity technique (STA) can be employed for our special Λ-type three level

system.

6.2. Theory of Shortcut-to-Adiabatic Passage

Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) is a quantum state transfer

process in which population from an initial state |g1〉 is transferred to a target state

|g2〉, through two optical fields via an intermediate state |e〉. Here, we consider a

Λ-type three-level system with pump and Stokes fields coupling |g1〉 to |e〉 and |g2〉

to |e〉, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1(a). The system adiabatically follows
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FIGURE 6.1. (a) Λ-type three-level system with pump field Ωp and Stokes field Ωs. In
this case Ωa = 2θ̇(t) denotes the counterdiabatic field that cancels the non-adiabatic
effects. (b) Pulse shape for the three fields applied to the Λ-system in (a).

a quantum state independent of |e〉, also known as the dark state, thus making the

transfer process immune to spontaneous emission.

The interaction Hamiltonian for a Λ-type three-level system with the rotating

wave approximation is given by:

HI(t) =


0 Ωp(t) 0

Ωp(t) 2∆ Ωs(t)

0 Ωs(t) 0

 (6.1)

where Ωp and Ωs are the Rabi frequencies for the pump and Stokes fields, respectively,

and ∆ = (ωe − ω1)− ωp = (ωe − ω2)− ωs is the constant detuning. The Hamiltonian

in Eq. 6.1 has three instantaneous eigenstates

|u(t)〉 = sin θ sinφ|g1〉+ cos θ sinφ|g2〉+ cosφ|e〉

|d(t)〉 = cos θ|g1〉 − sin θ|g2〉

|l(t)〉 = sin θ cosφ|g1〉+ cos θ cosφ|g2〉 − sinφ|e〉 (6.2)
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with eigenvalues Eu = h̄Ω cotφ/2, Ed = 0, and El = −h̄Ω tanφ/2. The mixing angles

are defined by tan θ = Ωp(t)/Ωs(t), and tan 2φ = Ω
∆

, where Ω =
√

Ω2
p(t) + Ω2

s(t).

The pump and Stokes fields are pulsed such that at an initial time ti the dark

state is |d(ti)〉 = |g1〉 and slowly evolves to a final state |d(tf )〉 = |g2〉. The pump

and Stokes pulses have a Vitanov shape (see Fig. 6.1(b)), the optimal pulse shape

for STIRAP [151], defined by the equations below:

Ωp(t) = Ω0,p sin θ(t)

Ωs(t) = Ω0,s cos θ(t)

θ(t) =
π

2

1

1 + e−v(t−L/2)
, (6.3)

where Ω0 is the amplitude of the field, L is a delay, and v determines the rate of the

adiabatic sweep. Figure 6.2(a) displays the time evolution of the three bare states

for the STIRAP protocol. While the transfer seems complete and the population of

the excited state is suppressed the dressed state basis paints a different picture. The

solid lines in Fig. 6.2(b) show the dynamics of the dressed state basis, in which the

initial state is |d〉 but during the interaction the dressed state |l〉 is also populated.

Since |l〉 has an excited state component it would induce loss in the system.

Studying the Hamiltonian in the dressed state basis, where the eigenstates

are time-independent, demonstrates the dynamics that populate |e〉. The dressed

Hamiltonian gets transformed as

HD = UHIU
† − ih̄U ∂U

†

∂t
, (6.4)
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FIGURE 6.2. (a) Population of the three states as a function of time during the
STIRAP protocol. The optical Rabi frequencies are Ω0,p = Ω0,s = 2π × 120 MHz
and detuning ∆ = 2π × −1.0 MHz. (b) In the dressed state basis, at time ti = 0
the dark state is initially populated but the state |l〉 becomes populated due to a
coupling between the dressed states. The solid lines shows the dynamics for a STIRAP
experiment and the dashed lines includes a counterdiabatic term that negates the
coupling between |d〉 and |l〉.

where U is the unitary transformation that maps the bare states onto the dressed

state basis,

U(t) =


sin θ sinφ cosφ cos θ sinφ

cos θ 0 − sin θ

sin θ cosφ − sinφ cos θ cosφ

 (6.5)

The second term of Eq. 6.4 leads to non-adiabatic excitations,

U(t)
∂U †(t)

∂t
=


0 −θ̇ sinφ −φ̇

θ̇ sinφ 0 θ̇ cosφ

−φ̇ −θ̇ cosφ 0

 (6.6)

where θ̇ = (Ω̇pΩs − Ω̇sΩp)/Ω
2 and φ̇ = [∆(Ω̇pΩp + Ω̇sΩs)]/[2Ω(∆2 + Ω2)]. The φ̇

term couples the dressed states |u〉, |l〉 and does not affect the adiabatic transfer in

question. In comparison, θ̇ couples the dark state |d〉 to the other dressed states
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allowing transitions to the intermediate state |e〉. In order to prevent transitions to

|e〉, a correction term HCD can be added to the Hamiltonian such that it cancels out

the non-adiabatic driving [18, 26, 33, 146]:

HD = U(HI +HCD)U † − ih̄U ∂U
†

∂t

HD = UHIU
† + UHCDU

† − ih̄U ∂U
†

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0

(6.7)

This transitionless driving, or counter-diabatic term is a direct transition between

the |g1〉 and |g2〉 states in the bare state basis. Here we ignore any terms that depend

on φ̇ since it would require additional fields and those terms do not contribute to the

adiabatic transfer.

HCD(t) = ih̄
∂U †

∂t
U = ih̄


0 0 θ̇

0 0 0

−θ̇ 0 0

 (6.8)

By adding HCD to the Hamiltonian, only the dark state is populated, as shown

by the dashed lines in Fig. 6.2(b), and the excited state population is completely

suppressed.

6.3. Suppressing the Excited State Population

6.3.1. Λ-type Three-level Systems

In Λ-type three-level systems, usually transitions between |g1〉 and |g2〉 are dipole

forbidden and STIRAP is used as an alternative method to transfer population

between these states. The NV center is no different in that a three-level system cannot
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a b

FIGURE 6.3. Two different Λ-type three-level systems, where the red arrows
represent optical fields, the yellow arrow a mechanical field, and the blue arrow a
microwave field. (a) The ms = ± states share an excited state A2 and can couple to
each other via mechanical strain. (b) High strain induces spin-mixing in the excited
state energy levels allowing ms = 0 and ms = ±1 to both couple to Ey.

have a third optical field. For example, the ms = 0 state can couple to the ms = ±1

states through microwave fields but they do not share an excited state because their

direct optical dipole transitions are spin-preserving. The next choice would be to use

the ms = ±1 states because they can share a common excited state but transitions

between these two states are forbidden. However, by exploiting the strain properties

of the NV center two different closed-loop Λ-systems can be accessed as shown in

Fig. 6.3. As discussed in Chapter 3, transverse strain in the ground state allows the

ms = ±1 states to be coupled through mechanical motion. This mechanical coupling

has been experimentally demonstrated using a diamond cantilever with NV centers

[13], making it a feasible system. The second Λ-type energy structure is accessible at

large strain. In Chapter 4, we studied the effects of strain on the excited state energy

levels and noticed that a high strain environment causes mixing of the lower orbital

branch. The symmetry properties are broken, allowing optical non-spin preserving

transitions to occur. Here, we choose the Λ-system in Fig. 6.3(b), where ms shares a
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FIGURE 6.4. Adiabatic passage (a) Theoretical calculations for STIRAP with
(dashed line) and without (solid line) STA using the pulse parameters in Fig. 6.1(b)
and decay terms from Eq. 6.10. (b) Excited state population for different dephasing
rates with the STA protocol.

common state with ms = ±1, as a model system for transitionless quantum driving

to minimize the population of the excited state Ey.

6.3.2. Numerical Analysis of STA

We numerically solve the optical Bloch equations given by

ρ̇ = −i[HI +HCD, ρ]−D(ρ) (6.9)

with

D(ρ) =


Γρee −γρ0e −γsρ0+

−γρe0 −2Γρee −γρe+

−γsρ+0 −γρ+e Γρee

 , (6.10)

where Γ = γ = 2π × 14 MHz and γs = 2π × 1.0 kHz.

In preliminary numerical simulations, we demonstrate that the excited state

population can be reduced by a factor of 102 for an isotropically pure diamond,
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where we assume a dephasing rate γs = 1 kHz. Figure 6.4(a) plots the population of

{|0〉, | + 1〉, |Ey〉} as a function of time for two different adiabatic passage protocols.

The dashed lines display STIRAP with counterdiabatic driving. The optical Rabi

frequencies of the pump and probe field are Ω0,p = Ω0,s = 2π × 120 MHz and

detuning ∆ = 2π × 1.0 GHz. These parameters were chosen based on results from

previous experiments. Additionally, the delay L and adiabatic sweep v parameters

that define the pulse shapes play a crucial role in deciding the Rabi frequency of the

counterdiabatic field. We set v = 0.02 and L = 1000 to produce a counterdiabatic field

with maximum Rabi frequency θ̇/2π = 8 MHz, which we were able to achieve with our

microwave coplanar waveguide in Chapter 5. Shorter timescales would require higher

microwave Rabi frequencies. The dephasing rate plays a crucial role in STIRAP

because dephasing destroys the coherence between the spin states, thus populating

other eigenstates of the interaction Hamiltonian. In the adiabatic limit the population

of the three states depends on the dephasing between ms = 0 and ms = +1 [61]. The

effect of STA on the excited state is diminished with higher dephasing rates as shown

in Fig. 6.4(b). Longer dephasing times depend on the purity of the diamond and the

concentration of NV centers.

One of the benefits of using the shortcut-to-adiabaticity method is that it can be

used at shorter interaction times while satisfying the adiabatic condition. At shorter

timescales dephasing losses decrease and the Rabi frequencies of the pump and Stokes

do not influence the adiabatic solution [61]. In Fig. 6.5(a), we compare the excited

state population as a function of time for a dephasing rate γs = 2π × 1.0 MHz at

longer (blue) and shorter (green) interaction times with and without STA (dashed

lines). The blue (green) lines in Fig. 6.5(a) have an adiabatic sweep parameter of

v = 0.02 (v = 0.08). The higher dephasing rate increases the excited state population
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FIGURE 6.5. (a) Excited state population versus time for different interaction times.
The blue lines depict dynamics with v = 0.02 and the green lines at v = 0.08.
The dashed lines denote the use of a counterdiabatic term. (b) Adiabatic passage
for a shorter interaction time with the use of STA (dashed line). (c) Excited state
population as a function of time for Ωa = 2θ̇(t)eiφ. (d)Dynamics of the system for
STA with φ = 0 (solid lines) and φ = π/2 (dashed line).

but our simulations demonstrate that there is still an advantage in using STA while

providing faster population inversion. Figure 6.5(b) shows the populations of the

three states as a function of time for a shorter interaction time. The dashed lines

have the counterdiabatic field, suppressing the excited state population and allowing

a full transfer.
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One of the disadvantages of STA is that a closed loop system is sensitive to

the phase of the fields. We added a phase factor to the counterdiabatic driving field

and plotted the excited state population versus time in Fig. 6.5(c). The excited

state is least affected by the transitionless driving when φ = π/2, the green line. It

interferes with the optical fields in such a way that the population inversion cannot

complete (see Fig. 6.5(d)). Figure 6.5(d) demonstrates the population of the three

states as a function of time for the STA technique for φ = 0 (solid lines) and φ = π/2

(dashed lines). The counterdiabatic field must be in phase to minimize the excited

state population and complete the population transfer between the lower states. One

explanation for this behavior is that the dark state is not decoupled from the system

unless φ = 0 [22].

The goal is to use the STA technique on the phonon-assisted Λ-scheme to increase

the Rabi frequency of the sideband spin transition and combat the effects of optical

pumping discussed in Chapter 4. This method can also be combined with the dressed

states to protect the spin qubit from magnetic fluctuations of the nuclear spin bath.

However, the system becomes more complicated because five fields are required to

manipulated this Λ-type system.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

The experimental results reported in this dissertation aims to further investigate

the interactions between solid-state systems and phonons. This work lays down the

groundwork to build phononic devices to interface multiple quantum systems and

mediate interactions between solid-state spins. The techniques studied to reduce

decoherence will help preserve the quantum state of the system for storing and

transferring of quantum information.

In this dissertation, we coupled a surface acoustic wave to the electron spin

of a nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in diamond. We demonstrated optomechanical

control through the strong excited state electron-phonon coupling. Using the phonon

sidebands, we realized Rabi oscillations between the ground state ms = 0 and

excited state Ey. In addition, we observed quantum interferences between a phonon-

assisted optical transition and the direct dipole optical transition. We studied the

strain dependent frequency splitting in the excited states to select a Λ-type three-

level system which allows non-spin preserving transitions. Through this Λ-system

we realize strong spin-mechanical coupling via a dark state. We perform coherent

population trapping experiments to demonstrate the formation of a dark state with

an acoustic wave. Finally, we demonstrate coherent driving of these spin sideband

transitions and study the effects of optical pumping on our system. This work confirms

the fundamental mechanisms that will be used for coupling distant NV spins via

mechanical vibrations.

We discuss two methods to protect the spin state from decoherence. The first

method uses a strong microwave field to create the dressed states, which are less
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sensitive to a fluctuating magnetic environment. We built a microwave device to

effectively apply strong microwave fields to the NV center and acquire a Mollow

triplet fluorescence spectrum demonstrating the formation of dressed states in our

system. The second method is the shortcut-to-adiabaticity, in which a field between

the lower states of a Λ-system is used to reduce the population of the excited state.

This counterdiabatic field forces the system to follow the dark state and reduces

spontaneous emission due to coupling to the excited state.

7.1. Future Directions

We have only scratched the surface of this area and have yet to control the

spin and mechanical degrees of freedom in the NV center. The next generation

of surface acoustic wave (SAW) experiments will feature adiabatic passage through

phonon-assisted transitions and driving spin transitions in the excited state with

phonons. Additionally, we can build SAW devices with lower frequencies to drive

spin ∆ms = ±2 transitions that are magnetically forbidden. Our work will also

investigate coupling acoustic waves to a spin ensemble for use in quantum memories.

The dressed state formalism can be used in combination with the Λ-systems

that feature a phonon interaction to extend the spin coherence. Since |ms = −1〉 →

|ms = +1〉 cannot be driven magnetically we can circumvent this by using the

dressed states. We propose experiments demonstrating population transfer between

the dressed states {|+〉, |−〉} and the third bare ground state | − 1〉. Then we can

use this technique to do stimulated Raman adiabatic passage via a phonon-sideband

optical transition to further decouple the system from a radiative excited state.

This work can be extended to other defects in diamond such as silicon vacancy

centers [126, 134] and germanium vacancy centers [62, 135]. These color centers
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feature stronger ZPLs compared to that of the NV. Since entanglement between spins

depends on photons emitted from the ZPL [17], silicon and germanium vacancies could

be used to realize higher entanglement rates between distant centers via mechanical

motion.
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